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ABSTRACT

The discloser invention is a wire brush tool to clean paint brushes. Having a pack of wire bristles to replace the old bristles, with a hollow water hose attachment, in the end of the handle tool, capable of flushing the water out into two holes that the two holes all are connected with the water hose.
AQUA SMART WIRE BRUSH

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention is a wire brush device used to clean paint brushes having on set of refills. Wire bristles to attach quickly and easy in the device tools, when the bristles are looks old and can connected any garden hose to achieve better clean.

[0002] Wire brushes are most commonly used to clean anything (stone, brick, carpet, drive way, etc), but if you use it to clean paint brushes, you need one water hose connection to clean the paint brushes, what it means is that you will be wasting a lot of water and time consuming, and the other inconvenience is that they do not last longer.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0003] A wire brush is capable to provide more lasting time to do the paint brush cleaner, because is reusable, it means that whenever you want to change the old wire bristle with new ones. This is very important because you do not have to buy the whole wire brush, only the wire bristle replacement; and the other advantage is that you can attach any garden hose in the back of the handle tool, which allows you to clean better the paint brushes in less time.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0004] FIG. 1 is a view where the water source connects.
[0005] FIG. 2 is a view where the replacement has to be attached.

[0006] FIG. 3 is where the two holes are placed (one in the left, and the other on the right) that let the water flow out.
[0007] FIG. 4 is a view where the wire bristles is separated from the wire brush.

What is claimed is:

1. A wire brush scrapes to clean paint brushes comprising of:
   a) With water hose connected in the handle end of the wire brush
   b) One set removable wire bristles to attach in the front of the tool clean
   c) and two hole located in the right and left of the wire brush.

2. A wire brush clean tool of the claim 1, wherein said wire brush with water hose connected.

3. A wire brush scrapes of the claim 2, wherein said a wire bristles pack to attach in the front tool.

4. A wire brush with the claim 3, wherein said wire brush scrapes with two hole located one in the right side and another in the left of the paint brushes tool.

5. A tool to clean paint brushes of the claim 1, wherein said a wire brush with Water source connected in the end of handle tool.
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